・JGMA 401-02:1974, 402-02:1975
・JGMA 6101-02:2007, 6102-02:2009
In addition, the strength calculation standard of plastic gears
corresponds to JIS B 1759 (2013).

[4] involute ASM (high-intensity gear design system)

Fig. 4.2 Basic rack (asymmetry)
Fig. 4.1 involute ASM (high-intensity gear/asymmetry gear)
4.1 Abstract
This software is design support software for asymmetric pressure
angle involute gear (hereinafter referred to as asymmetric gear). The
whole screen is shown in Figure 4.1. Asymmetrical gears can increase
tooth load capacity without changing gear size or material. Compared
with standard pressure angle, high pressure square teeth have lower
Hertz stress, smaller friction coefficient, smaller slip ratio, and lower
flash temperature.

Fig. 4.3 Dimension

4.2 Software structure
The configuration of involute ASM is shown in Table 4.1. "○" in the
table is included in the basic software, "◎" is optional.
Type of gear: involute gear, external and internal gear
Fig. 4.4 Accuracy
Table 4.1 software structure
Item
<1> Basic rack
<2> Gear dimension
<3> Inference
<4> Tooth creation drawing
<5> Meshing drawing
<6> Meshing rotation function
<7>Tooth profile (DXF file)
<8> Tooth profile rendering
<9> Gear accuracy
<10> Design data management
<11>JGMA6101,6102, JGMA401,402
<12> Metal × plastic gear strength (JIS B 1759 )
<13> Bearing load
<14> Tooth profile (3D-IGES file)
<15> Rotational transmission error
(Fourier analysis, Wow · flutter, CSV output)
<16> Tooth modification (involute, lead, bias)
<17> Contact pattern
<18> FEM Tooth Profile Analysis

Structure
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Fig. 4.5 Strength
4.4 Gear dimension
The gear dimensions calculate the dimensions, contact ratio, sliding
ratio, tooth thickness, etc.. The contact ratio of the undercut-generated
gear is calculated based on the True Involute form (TIF) diameter. Also,
if the tip is rounded, the contact ratio is calculated taking into account the
tip R.
(1) The relationship between center distance and dislocation coefficient is
the following three types.
(1.1) The profile shift factor is given to the pinion and gear to determine
the center distance.
(1.2) A profile shift factor is given to each gear based on the center
distance.
(1.3) The center distance is arbitrarily determined ignoring the profile
shift factor.
(2) There are 4 types of setting method of profile shift factor as follows.
(2.1) Input the profile shift factor directly to each gear.
(2.2) Input the over pin size and determine the profile shift factor.
However, in the case of asymmetric gear, it is not possible to the span
measurement.
(2.3) The arc tooth thickness is input to determine the profile shift factor.

◎
◎
◎
◎

4.3 Property（Basic rack, accuracy, strength）
Setup screen is shown in Fig.4.2～4.5．
・gear combination
：external × external，external × internal
・Basic rack
：normal, low, special
・tooth tip circle decision ：normal, equal clearance
・There are two types of strength calculation standards for steel gears as
shown in Figure 4.5.
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Fig. 4.6 shows the gear specification setting screen.
Fig. 4.8 shows the dimension result screen when the tooth tip R is set
to 0.2 (C surface is also possible) with the chamfering setting shown in
Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.9 Tooth profile computation specification

Fig. 4.10 Meshing drawing & support form
Fig. 4.6 Gear dimensions

Fig. 4.7 Chamfering setting

Fig. 4.11 Tooth profile information

Fig. 4.12 Generation profile

Fig. 4.13 Distance measurement

Fig. 4.14 R- measurement

4.7 Teeth profile rendering
The mesh of the 3D tooth profile can be drawn as shown in Figure
4.15, and the contact line can be observed at the mesh. In addition, the
direction of the tooth profile can be freely changed by the auxiliary foam,
and enlargement, reduction and rotation display of the gear can be
displayed.

Fig. 4.8 Gear dimension result
4.6 Tooth profile
Tooth profile calculation can give division numbers to each tooth
profile as shown in Figure 4.9. Then calculate the left and right tooth
profile with "Tooth profile calculation" and show the tooth profile as
shown in Fig. 4.10. The functions related to tooth shape are tooth profile
information (Fig. 4.11), tooth shape creation (Fig. 4.12), zoom and
distance measurement (Fig. 4.13), and R measurement (Fig. 4.14) as
shown in the supplementary form. In addition, there are functions to
display and rotate diameter, modification tooth profile, action line, tip
width, odd tooth Y measurement.

Fig. 4.15 Tooth profile rendering & support form
4.8 Gear accuracy
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show tolerances for errors according to the new
JIS gear accuracy standards JIS B 1702-1: 1998 and JIS B 1702-2: 1998.
In addition, it is possible to switch between the new JIS and the old JIS
by the settings shown in Figure 4.4. There are the following five types of
gear accuracy standards.
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・JIS B 1702-1:1998, JIS B 1702-2:1998, JIS B 1702-3:2008
・JIS B 1702:1976
・JGMA 116-02:1983

Fig. 4.16 JIS B 1702-1-2 setting

Fig. 4.17 Accuracy tolerance

4.9 Gear strength calculation (steel)
The gear strength calculation has " JGMA6101-02:2007" and "
JGMA 6102-02:2009" based on " ISO6336:2006" as shown in Fig. 4.5.
In addition, there are two types of "JGMA401-01: 1974" and "402-01:
1975". Fig. 4.18 shows the setting screen of strength calculation. In this
example, the high-pressure angle side is used as the acting tooth surface,
but it is also possible to calculate the strength with the low-pressure angle
side as the acting tooth surface. The selection of materials displays a
selection form of the materials adapted to "material" and "heat treatment"
as shown in Figure 4.19. Fig. 4.20 shows the setting screen for the
coefficient related to bending, Fig. 4.21 shows the screen for setting the
coefficient related to surface pressure, and Fig. 4.22 shows the strength
calculation results.
Note that " " in the screen is an auxiliary function that allows you to
perform numerical conversion, various coefficients, and coefficient
selection.

Fig. 4.21 Strength calculation（for pitting factor）

Fig. 4.22 Strength calculation result
4.9a Tooth profile factor
The method of calculating the dangerous section tooth thickness when
determining the tooth profile factor of a symmetrical tooth gear is defined
in each standard, but the dangerous section tooth thickness of the
asymmetric tooth gear is not defined. In this software, as shown in Fig.
4.23 and Fig. 4.24, the dangerous section distance on the high-pressure
angle side is doubled to be the dangerous section tooth thickness. The
load position can be selected from the tip and "HPSTC".

Fig. 4.18 Strength calculation (Power setup)

(mn=3, z=40, α=30°, β=0°, x=0)
Fig. 4.23 Tooth thickness at critical section (Ex. at Tip load)
Fig. 4.19 Strength calculation（material）

The load position can choose at tip or HPSTC.
Fig. 4.24 Tooth form factor

Fig. 4.20 Strength calculation（for bending factor）
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4.10 Gear strength calculation (plastic gear)
The strength of plastic gears can be calculated by selecting JIS B 1759
(2013) in Fig. 4.5. Although JIS B 1759 “Method for evaluating bending
strength of plastic cylindrical gears” is not applied to asymmetrical tooth
gears, the tooth form factor is calculated as shown in Figure 4.23. The
allowable bending stress of plastic material is based on the gear operation
test, and the allowable bending stress of POM is determined to be 80.0
[MPa] from the experimental results of various places. Then, the bending
stress at the tooth is compared with the allowable bending stress at the
tooth taking into consideration various factors (such as shape factor of
the base, life factor, temperature coefficient of the atmosphere, etc.).
Please see the standard for details. An example of strength calculation of
plastic gears is shown in Figure 4.25 to 4.29.

Fig. 4.29 Factors
4.11 Bearing load
Calculate the load acting on the gear and the load acting on the bearing.
The load type calculates 20 types of load acting on each bearing, such as
tangential force and normal force. The calculation result is shown in
Figure 4.30.

Fig. 4.30 Bearing load
4.12 Tooth surface modification (tooth profile, lead, bias)
An example of tooth surface modification is shown in Figure 4.31. In
order to obtain this tooth profile, tooth shape correction can also be given
by numerical input as shown in Fig. 4.32. However, it is also possible to
input numerical values to the patterned tooth profile as shown on the
right. Similarly, lead modification can also be set as shown in Figure 4.33.
This tooth profile modification and lead modification can be expressed as
shown in Figure 4.34. And if it copies to the opposite tooth side, it will
become the same tooth profile of the right and left tooth surface, and if it
is combined, it can be displayed as Figure 4.31.
In the combo box at the top of the screen in Fig. 4.34, you can select
"Tooth profile", "Lead" and "Tooth profile and Lead". Also, the direction
of the tooth profile can be specified by the action line or gear diameter.
And, the magnification of tooth profile modification can be set up to
maximum 1000 times.

Fig. 4.25 Gear dimensions

Fig. 4.26 Strength calculation (Power setup)

Fig.4.27 Strength calculation result

Fig. 4.31 Tooth surface modification (topo graph)

Fig. 4.28 Virtual spur gear

Fig. 4.32 Tooth profile modification
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Fig. 4.33 Lead modification
Fig.4.38 Contact pattern (pinion)

Fig. 4.34 Tooth profile & lead modification, topo graph
The tooth profile which has been given tooth surface modification can
be set by the tooth profile calculation specifications in Fig. 4.35. The
tooth profile calculation conditions set here are valid for the tooth shape
shown in Figures 4.10 to 4.14. And this tooth profile can be displayed as
shown in Figure 4.36 because it can be superimposed in the rendering in
Figure 4.14. Here, the tooth surface is adjusted on the pinion, so the
yellow tooth surface appears in the red tooth surface in the figure (the
gear is uncorrected).

Fig.4.39 Contact pattern（gear）
4.14 Transmission error
In transmission error analysis, it is possible to perform no-load
transmission error analysis with the tooth profile given in Fig. 4.31. Axis
deflection and rotational speed can be set with the transmission error
setting in Figure 4.40, and 2D analysis or 3D analysis can be performed.
Also, the pitch error can be set to the maximum value or the pitch error
of all teeth as shown in Figure 4.41.
Transmission error analysis results, wow flutter (rotation unevenness)
and Fourier analysis results are shown in Figures 4.42 to 4.44. You can
also hear [Noise] at
in Figure 4.42. Transmission error
analysis, wow flutter, and Fourier analysis results can be output to a CSV
file as shown in Figure 4.45 using
in the lower left of
Figure 4.42.
This software is a no-load transmission error analysis. Please use [22]
CT-FEM ASM for stress analysis, transmission error analysis and flash
temperature analysis corresponding to load and axial angle error.

Fig. 4.35 Tooth profile calculation

Fig.4.36 Tooth rendering (tooth modification)
4.13 Tooth surface contact
Tooth contact condition can be set in Fig. 4.37 and tooth contact can
be confirmed. Here, the tooth contact is shown in Figure 4.38 and Figure
4.39 when the contact clearance is 2.0 μm with the parallelism error and
the misalignment error as 0.

(a) pinion
(b) gear
Fig. 4.40 Transmission analysis setting

(a) Maxi. value setting
(b) all teeth setting
Fig. 4.41 Pitch error setting

Fig.4.37 Contact analysis setting
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Fig. 4.42 TE result

Fig. 4.43 Wow flutter

Fig. 4.50 Gear dimensions (internal gear)

Fig.4.44 Fourier analysis

Fig.4.45 csv file example

4.15 Tooth profile output
The generated tooth profile can be output in the tooth profile file
format shown in Figure 4.46. In the case of 3D-IGES, output is as shown
in Figure 4.47.
In the coordinate correction setting shown in Fig. 4.48, it is possible to
output the tooth profile in consideration of use for the mold. As an
example, Fig. 4.49 shows a tooth profile (2D) considering a module
contraction rate of 20/1000. In addition, tooth profile coordinate values
can be output as a text file by "TXT 2D" at the bottom of Fig. 4.46.

Fig. 4.51 Meshing drawing

Fig.4.52 Tooth profile rendering

(a) pinion
(b) gear
Fig.4.53 Contact pattern
4.17 FEM tooth profile stress analysis (option)
Examples of FEM analysis are shown in Figure 4.54 and Figure 4.55.
The setting method is the same as [1]involuteΣⅲ(spur and helical
gear design system).

Fig. 4.46 Tooth file format

Fig.4.47 CAD sample

Fig.4.54 FEM (2D), σ1

Fig.4.48 Coordinate correction setup

Fig.4.49 CAD sample
Fig.4.55 FEM (3D), δm

4.16 Calculation example of internal gear
The internal gear can be calculated by selecting “External gear ×
internal gear” in the settings in Figure 4.3. Examples of gear
specifications, dimensions, meshing diagrams, tooth profile rendering,
and tooth contact are shown in Figures 4.50 to 4.53. The pinion shown in
Fig. 4.52 has the same gear face modification as in Fig. 4.31. In addition,
strength calculation, transmission error analysis, tooth profile output, etc.
are the same as “external gear × external gear”.

4.18 Other
The printing function, [HELP] function, and saving / reading of design
data are the same as [1]involuteΣⅲ(spur and helical gear design
system).
Please use [22] CT-FEM ASM for the analysis of 3D stress, tooth
surface stress, flash temperature etc. of asymmetric gear.
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